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STANDARD SUPPORTS

Flat Spiral
Designed for plants to grow through, these supports are the
workhorse of the garden. Once installed above a perennial,
your blooms will stand tall season after season with no
need to remove. They look gorgeous with snow and ice as
sculptures in the gardens during our Canadian winters
Recommended for: Peony, Daisy, Veronica, Foxglove,
Monkshood, Delphinium, Scabiosa (Pin Cushion)
Sizes: Extra Large 42” x 20” (extra leg available),
Large 36” x 16”, Medium 42” x 12”, Small 30” x 10”

Flop Bar
Our Top selling plant support. Its versatility for use in the
garden makes this our most universal plant support. Simply
put, when a plant is flopping over from weight, wind or rain
just reach for a flop bar or two depending on the size of
the plant.
Recommended for: Delphinium, Monkshood, Hollyhocks,
Sunflowers, Dahlias
Sizes: 5 sizes available: 5’, 4’, 3’, 2’, 1’

Corkscrew
Designed to provide gentle support to the end of the length
of the stem while still allowing movement and flexibility. Ideal
for climbing plants, for vegetables, as well as adding a touch
of vintage inpired whimsy to your containers or gardens
Recommended for: Indeterminate Tomato, Delphinium,
Hollyhock, Sunflower, Morning Glory, Scarlet Runner Beans,
Clematis
Sizes: 4 Sizes Available: 6’, 5’, 4’, 2’

3-D FUNCTIONAL SUPPORTS

Obelisk
The grace and beauty of our obelisks will crown your garden
or containers by creating stunning vertical interest. Prongs
on the bottom ensure the sculpture will remain upright
even in high winds. Copper accents weather to a beautiful
vertigree patina over time
Recommended for: Vines, Roses, or as the height element in
any custom potting project
Sizes: Extra Large 79” x 16” (base), Large 59” x 14” (base),
Medium 38” x 12” (base)

Globe
A classical garden shape with a new twist: these globes will
stand on their own on pretty little feet. Arrange among your
planters or in a border. They also nestle right into a pot to
be used as a low topiary form. Can also hold up to a 10” pan
Recommended for: Vines, Succulents, Echeverias, or on its
own in the garden
Sizes: Large 32” x 26”, Medium 24” x 19”, Small 16” x 13”

Pillar
Inspired by an English antique, this pillar is an exceptional
free standing support system. Can be used in the ground
or in a container and is the only tomato tower you will ever
have to buy. Prongs on the bottom ensure the sculpture will
remain upright even in high winds
Recommended for: Tomatoes, Clematis, Morning Glory or
any annual vine, pole/runner beans, and even roses
Sizes: Large 6’ x 15”, Medium 5’ x 13”

3-D GARDEN ART

Double Loop
These modern sculptures capture minimalism and deliver a
unique accent to your garden or container. Birds love them
and they look amazing in our Canadian winters
Recommended for: Place one between perennials or annuals,
on it’s own as part of a rock bed, or, as a focal point or utilize
it in your containers.
Sizes: Large 35”x35”, Medium 30” x 30”, Small 25” x 25”

Triple Loop
This simple and classically designed large sculpture brings a
modern focal point to your garden or containers. Customize
the rings by spinning them or keep them flat – the choice is
up to you

Recommended for: As part of a rock bed or dry creek, as
a focal point or utilize it in your containers for a dramatic
entrance.

Sizes: Large 35”x 35”, Medium 30” x 30”

Chandelier
A classic shape with a little bling. Designed to hang under
an umbrella, in a gazebo or in a grouping on a patio with an
overhang. These beautiful orbs will brighten any setting and
can be “opened” by putting two rings together to created a
bigger opening, place your item and push the ring back to
close the orb
Recommended for: Mass of twinkly string lights, candles,
home decor or just a potted plant. Tree hooks sold separately
Size: 16” x 13”

3-D GARDEN ART

3 Stack
This modern sculpture is a delightful focal point in any
garden. Placed strategically each circle displays a different
garden view as they can rotate or stay flat. Designed to
use in the ground or in a container – it creates fabulous
height in shady locations.
Recommended for: As a stand alone sculpture in the
garden or as a dramatic height element in a container
Size: 40” x 11”

5 Stack
This modern sculpture is a delightful focal point in any
garden space. Placed strategically each circle displays
a different garden view as they can rotate or stay flat.
Designed to use in the ground or in a container - it creates
fabulous height in shady locations
Recommended for: Taller than the 3 Stack, this piece is
almost 6 feet. Introduce a bold height element to any
container or garden with ease
Sizes: 70 3/4” x 18”

Topiary
Created to bring a topiary feel to any location. Fill with a
potted plant, a plate with candles, or a potted plant.
Popular with wedding planners for creating an aisle for
non-traditional sites. Prongs on the bottom ensure the
sculpture will remain upright even in high winds
Recommended for: Stand alone sculpture filled with
greenery or as a support for climbing vines trained to look
like a living topiary
Size: 4’ x 16”

3-D GARDEN ART

Essence
This unique sculpture represents balance = one piece
supporting the other. A strong focal point in any garden by
evoking the feeling of wind, ripples of water or flames. Install
by burying the foot prongs at least a foot deep and tamp
down well this will ensure the sculpture will remain upright
even in high winds. The large size is not recommended for
use in pots
Recommended for: Stand alone sculpture or use the Mini
Essence in your potting projects
Sizes: 77” x 13”, 47” x 4.5” or mini essence (AIME01)
for container installation

Serenity
Enjoy the grace of this majestic sculpture that truly makes
a gorgeous statement in any garden. Designed as a
standalone sculpture for in ground use. Use as a focal point
in the landscape and watch the copper patina over time.
Loved by birds all season long - especially in winter. Install
by burying the foot prongs at least a foot deep and tamp
down well (ensures the sculpture will remain upright even in
high winds).
Recommended for: Ground installation only. Not
recommended for use in pots
Sizes: 77” x 23.5”

3-D GARDEN ART

Mini Trio 3 Pack
Designed as a functional support, it can be added to your
containers or support a single stemmed plant in the
garden. Simply wind one or more stems into the spiral
Recommended for: Asiatic Lily, Snapdragon, Alluim,
Salpiglosis, Amaryllis, Dahlia and Gladiola
Sizes: Available in a 3 pack, each a different height
15.5”x4” max

Tree Hooks
Designed for tree health and strength. Can hold up to
100lbs without damaging the branch
Recommended for: The largest of lanterns, birdfeeders,
hanging baskets or planters. Perfect to support
our Chandeliers
Sizes: 15.5” x 4”

Cup Holders
Originally designed for holding your drink anywhere
you need an extra hand, we also find them handy for
plant support
Recommended for: Perfect to hold your drink or a candle
while in the garden, beside the pool, or camping – just
stick it in the ground! Or use as a support for individual
blooms like dahlias, lilies and zinnias
Sizes: 37” x 4”

SMALL SUPPORTS

Fiddleheads
Designed to support a single bloom. Also cute to use
throughout the garden. Also provides whimsical bling when
used together to provide interest to a low container. Comes
in a set of 3 each a different height
Recommended for: Supports orchids, begonias, foxglove,
bearded iris or echinacea
Sizes: Large 34” x 4” max., Small 23” x 2.5”

Whimsey
This small décor piece can solve any height element challenge for planters or to create whimsical interest to any small
area of the garden. The iron also provides a happy resting
place for birds. Our signature foot makes installation a breeze
Recommended for: Ground installation, as a feature in a container or as a fun plant support
Sizes: 53” x 5”

Custom Display Cases
Holds 10 of each of our standard plant supports.
Contact customer service to place an order
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